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Abstract—There are increasing interest and big challenges in designing a scalable and robust multicast routing protocol in a mobile

ad hoc network (MANET) due to the difficulty in group membership management, multicast packet forwarding, and the maintenance of

multicast structure over the dynamic network topology for a large group size or network size. In this paper, we propose a novel Robust

and Scalable Geographic Multicast Protocol (RSGM). Several virtual architectures are used in the protocol without need of maintaining

state information for more robust and scalable membership management and packet forwarding in the presence of high network

dynamics due to unstable wireless channels and node movements. Specifically, scalable and efficient group membership

management is performed through a virtual-zone-based structure, and the location service for group members is integrated with the

membership management. Both the control messages and data packets are forwarded along efficient tree-like paths, but there is no

need to explicitly create and actively maintain a tree structure. The stateless virtual-tree-based structures significantly reduce the tree

management overhead, support more efficient transmissions, and make the transmissions much more robust to dynamics.

Geographic forwarding is used to achieve further scalability and robustness. To avoid periodic flooding of the source information

throughout the network, an efficient source tracking mechanism is designed. Furthermore, we handle the empty-zone problem faced

by most zone-based routing protocols. We have studied the protocol performance by performing both quantitative analysis and

extensive simulations. Our results demonstrate that RSGM can scale to a large group size and a large network size, and can more

efficiently support multiple multicast groups in the network. Compared to existing protocols ODMRP and SPBM, RSGM achieves a

significantly higher delivery ratio under all circumstances, with different moving speeds, node densities, group sizes, number of groups,

and network sizes. RSGM also has the minimum control overhead and joining delay.

Index Terms—Multicast routing, geographic multicast, mobile computing, wireless networks, mobile ad hoc networks, geographic

routing, location, scalable, robust.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

THERE are increasing interests and use of mobile ad hoc
networks (MANETs) with the fast progress of comput-

ing techniques and wireless networking techniques. In a
MANET, wireless devices could self-configure and form a
network with an arbitrary topology. The network’s topol-
ogy may change rapidly and unpredictably. Such a network
may operate in a standalone fashion, or may be connected
to the larger Internet. Mobile ad hoc networks became a
popular subject for research in recent years, and various
studies have been made to increase the performance of
ad hoc networks and support more advanced mobile
computing and applications [1], [2], [3].

Multicast is a fundamental service for supporting
information exchanges and collaborative task execution
among a group of users and enabling cluster-based
computer system design in a distributed environment.

Although it is important to support multicast in a MANET,
which is often required by military and emergency applica-
tions, there is a big challenge to design a reliable and scalable

multicast routing protocol in the presence of frequent

topology changes and channel dynamics.
Many efforts have been made to develop multicast

protocols for MANETs. These include conventional tree-
based protocols and mesh-based protocols. The tree-based
protocols (e.g., LAM [13], MAODV [19], AMRIS [24], and
MZRP [25]) construct a tree structure for more efficient
multicast packet delivery, and the tree structure is known
for its efficiency in utilizing network resources. However, it
is very difficult to maintain the tree structure in mobile
ad hoc networks, and the tree connection is easy to break
and the transmission is not reliable. The mesh-based
protocols (e.g., FGMP [4], Core-Assisted Mesh protocol
[11], and ODMRP [12]) are proposed to enhance the
robustness with the use of redundant paths between the
source and the set of multicast group members, which
incurs a higher forwarding overhead. There is a big
challenge to support reliable and scalable multicast in a
MANET with these topology-based schemes, as it is
difficult to manage group membership, find and maintain
multicast paths with constant network topology changes.

In order to support more reliable and scalable commu-
nications, it is critical to reduce the states to be maintained
by the network, and make the routing not significantly
impacted by topology changes. Recently, several location-
based multicast protocols have been proposed [16], [17],
[18] for MANET. These protocols assume that mobile nodes
are aware of their own positions through certain positioning
system (e.g., GPS), and make use of geographic routing to
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transmit packets along the multicast trees. In these proto-
cols, a multicast packet carries the information of the entire
tree or all the destinations into the packet headers; thus,
there is no need to distribute the routing states in the
network. Although these protocols are more robust than the
conventional topology-based multicast schemes, the header
overhead increases significantly as the group size increases,
which prevents the scaling of these protocols and constrains
these protocols to be used only for small multicast groups.
Additionally, there is a need to efficiently manage the
membership of a potentially large group, obtain the
positions of the members, and transmit packets to member
nodes that may be located in a large network domain and in
the presence of node movements. The existing small-group-
based geographic multicast protocols normally address
only part of these problems.

In this paper, we propose a Robust and Scalable
Geographic Multicast protocol (RSGM), which can scale to
a large group size and network size and provide robust
multicast packet transmissions in a dynamic mobile ad hoc
network environment. The protocol is designed to be simple;
thus, it can operate more efficiently and reliably. We
introduce several virtual architectures for more robust and
scalable membership management and packet forwarding in
the presence of high network dynamics due to unstable
wireless channels and frequent node movements. Both the
data packets and control messages will be transmitted along
efficient tree-like paths; however, different from other tree-
based protocols, there is no need to explicitly create and
maintain a tree structure. A robust virtual-tree structure can
be formed during packet forwarding with the guidance of
node positions. Furthermore, RSGM makes use of position
information to support reliable packet forwarding. The
protocol is designed to be comprehensive and self-con-
tained. Instead of addressing only a specific part of the
problem, it introduces a zone-based scheme to efficiently
handle the group membership management, and takes
advantage of the membership management structure to
efficiently track the locations of all the group members
without resorting to any external location server. The zone
structure is also formed virtually and the zone where a node
is located can be calculated based on the node position and a
reference origin. Different from conventional cluster struc-
tures, there is no need to involve a complicated scheme to
create and maintain the zone. To avoid the need of network-
wide periodic flooding of source information, we introduce
Source Home to track the positions and addresses of all the
sources in the network. In summary, our contributions in
this work include:

. Proposing stateless distribution schemes that data
packets and control messages can be sent along
efficient virtual-tree paths without the need of ex-
plicitly building and maintaining a tree structure as in
conventional tree-based multicast protocols. This
greatly reduces the control overhead and increases
the reliability and scalability of the protocol.

. Making use of the position information to design a
scalable and reactive zone-based scheme for efficient
membership management, which allows a node to
join and leave a group quickly.

. Supporting efficient location search of multicast
group members, by combining the location service
with the membership management to avoid the need
and overhead of using a separate location server.

. Introducing a Source Home to track the addresses
and positions of the sources, to avoid network-wide
periodic flooding of source information.

. Designing schemes to handle the empty-zone pro-
blems for both member zones and the Source Home,
which are critical in designing a zone-based protocol.

. Making a detailed quantitative analysis of the per-
node control overhead of the protocol, and perform-
ing extensive simulations to show the scalability and
robustness of the protocol.

We organize the rest of this paper as follows: In Section 2,
we discuss some related work on MANET multicast
protocols. We present a detailed design of the RSGM protocol
in Section 3. We quantitatively analyze the per-node control
overhead of RSGM in Section 4, and present our simulations
results in Section 5 to demonstrate the scalability and
robustness of the protocol. We make further discussions on
additional issues to be considered in Section 6, and conclude
the paper in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we first summarize the basic procedures
assumed in conventional multicast protocols, and then
discuss a few geographic multicast algorithms proposed in
the literature.

As introduced in Section 1, conventional topology-based
multicast protocols include tree-based protocols (e.g., [13],
[19], [24], [25]) and mesh-based protocols (e.g., [4], [12]).
Tree-based protocols construct a tree structure for more
efficient forwarding of packets to all the group members.
Mesh-based protocols expand a multicast tree with addi-
tional paths that can be used to forward multicast data
packets when some of the links break. A topology-based
multicast protocol generally has the following three inherent
components that make them difficult to scale:

. Group membership management. The group mem-
bership changes frequently as each node may join or
leave a multicast group randomly, and the manage-
ment becomes harder as the group size or network
size increases.

. Creation and maintenance of a tree- or mesh-based
multicast structure. The tree-based structures are
difficult to maintain in the presence of the move-
ment of nodes and the change of multicast group
membership, while the mesh-based schemes achieve
the robustness at the cost of extra network resource
consumption.

. Multicast packet forwarding. The multicast packets
are forwarded along the prebuilt tree or mesh
structures, which are vulnerable to breakage over
the dynamic topology, especially in a large network
with potentially longer paths.

Although efforts were made to develop more scalable
topology-aware protocols [11], the topology-based multicast
protocols are generally difficult to scale to a large network
size, as the construction and maintenance of the conventional
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tree or mesh structure involve high control overhead over a
dynamic network. The work in [27] attempts to improve the
stateless multicast protocol [8], which allows it a better
scalability. In contrast, RSGM uses a location-aware ap-
proach for more reliable membership management and
packet transmissions. As the focus of our paper is to improve
the scalability of location-based multicast, a comparison with
topology-based protocols is out of the scope of this work.
However, we note that at the similar mobility and system
setup, RSGM has a much higher packet delivery ratio than
that of [27].

Besides the three components included in conventional
topology-based multicast protocols, a geographic multicast
protocol also requires a location service to obtain the
positions of the members. The geographic multicast proto-
cols presented in [16], [17], and [18] need to put the
information of the entire tree or all the destinations into
packet headers, which would create a big header overhead
when the group size is large and constrain these protocols to
be used only for small groups. In DSM [16], each node floods
its location in the network. A source constructs a Steiner tree
and encodes the multicast tree into each packet, and delivers
the packet by using source routing. LGT [17] requires each
group member to know the locations of all other members,
and proposes two overlay multicast trees: a bandwidth-
minimizing LGS tree and a delay-minimizing LGK tree. In
PBM [18], a multicast source node finds a set of neighboring,
next-hop nodes and assigns each packet destination to one
next-hop node. The next-hop nodes, in turn, repeat the
process. In GMP [5], which proposed for sensor networks, a
node needs to perform a centralized calculation for more
efficient tree construction. Therefore, it is more applicable for
a smaller group in a static network.

The HRPM [6] and Scalable Position-Based Multicast
protocol (SPBM) [20] are more related to our work, as the two
share the essence as RSGM in improving the scalability of
location-based multicast by using hierarchical group man-
agement. HRPM decomposes a large group into a hierarchy
of recursively organized manageable-sized subgroups, and
uses distributed geographic hashing to construct and main-
tain such a hierarchy. Although it is interesting to apply
hashing to find the rendezvous point (RP) for the network to
store and retrieve state information, the hashed location is
obtained with the assumption of the network size, which is
difficult for a dynamic network. Also, as the hashed location
is virtual, it is possible that the nodes could not find the
(consistent) RP. This can happen when a message (e.g., Join)
reaches a node whose transmission range covers the virtual
point, but the node is neither the one closest to the RP, nor is
aware of the node (which may be out of its transmission
range) closest to the RP. The mobility of nodes will introduce
additional challenge to the protocol, which may not only
result in frequent RP handoff, but also increase the chance of
RP search inconsistency and failure. Additionally, requiring a
node to contact RP first for a Join will increase joining delay. It
is also not clear how the membership change of a cell is known
to the source during the transmission. In contrast, RSGM does
not make any assumption of the network size in advance.
Instead of using one RP as a core for group membership
management, which may lead to a point of failure, RSGM
introduces the Source Home to facilitate the quick finding of a
resource, which is much more stable than a single point, and
manages group membership more efficiently at the local

range. Instead of simply using the overlay-based transmis-
sions, RSGM assumes various aggregation techniques to
forward packets along more efficient transmission paths. We
did not directly compare our work with HRPM, as we do not
know the hashing algorithm used and a different hashing
scheme would lead to very different RP distribution and
performance. However, we evaluated the performance of
RSGM using a much larger network size and much lower
node density, while geometric methods are known to work
better in an environment with a higher node density as
confirmed by our results.

An SPBM protocol was proposed to improve the
scalability of the protocol to group size. The network
terrain is divided into a quad-tree with L levels. The top
level is the whole network and the bottom level is
constructed by basic squares. Each higher level is con-
structed by larger squares with each square covering four
smaller squares at the next lower level. All the nodes in a
basic square are within each other’s transmission range. A
node periodically broadcasts its membership and position
in a basic square. At each level, every square needs to
periodically flood its membership into its upper level
square. Such periodic flooding is repeated for every two
neighboring levels and the top level is the whole network
region. Significant control overhead will be generated when
the network size increases as a result of membership
flooding. With this proactive and periodic membership
updating scheme, the membership change of a node may
need to go through L levels to make it known to the whole
network, which leads to a long multicast group joining time.
Instead, RSGM uses more efficient zone-based structure to
allow nodes to quickly join and leave the group. Addition-
ally, RSGM introduces Source Home to facilitate quick
source discovery and avoid network-wide flooding of
source information. As RSGM does not use any periodic
network-wide flooding and uses stateless virtual-tree-based
structures for control and data transmissions, RSGM can be
scalable to both the group size and the network size.

3 ROBUST AND SCALABLE GEOGRAPHIC

MULTICAST PROTOCOL

In this section, we describe the RSGM protocol in details.
RSGM supports a two-tier membership management and
forwarding structure. At the lower tier, a zone structure is
built based on position information and a leader is elected
on demand when a zone has group members. A leader
manages the group membership and collects the positions
of the member nodes in its zone. At the upper tier, the
leaders of the member zones report the zone membership to
the sources directly along a virtual reverse-tree-based struc-
ture. If a leader is unaware of the position or addresses of
the source, it could obtain the information from the Source
Home. With the knowledge of the member zones, a source
forwards data packets to the zones that have group
members along the virtual tree rooted at the source. After
the packets arrive at a member zone, the leader of the zone
will further forward the packets to the local members in the
zone along the virtual tree rooted at the leader.

Many issues need to be addressed to make the protocol
fully functional and robust. The issues related to zone
management include: the strategy for electing a zone
leader on demand and maintaining the zone leader during
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mobility, the handling of empty-zone problem, the scheme
for Source-Home construction and maintenance, and the
need to reduce packet loss during node moving across zones.
The issues related to packet forwarding include: the scheme
for virtual tree construction without the need of storing and
tracking tree-state information, and the reliable transmis-
sions of control and multicast data packets without resorting
to an external location server.

For presentational convenience, we will first introduce
the assumption made and the terminologies to be used in the
rest of the paper. We assume that every node is aware of its
own position (e.g., through GPS or some indoor localization
technique). The forwarding of data packets and most control
messages is based on a geographic unicast routing protocol.
In our performance study, we implemented GPSR [14] as an
underlying unicast protocol to support the packet transmis-
sions. The protocol, however, does not depend on a specific
geographic unicast routing protocol.

Some of the notations to be used are:
pos: A mobile node’s position coordinates (x, y).
zone: The network terrain is divided into square zones as

shown in Fig. 1. We will study the impact of zone size on
the performance of the protocol in Section 5.2.1.

mZone (non_mZone): Member (Non_member) zone, a
zone with (without) group members in it.

zLdr: Zone leader.
sHome: Source Home. A zone in the network is elected as

Source Home to keep track of the addresses and locations
of all the sources. To reduce the bottleneck problem and
avoid routing inefficiency, the Source Home does not serve
as the gateway for data forwarding between the source and
group members.

groupID: The address of a multicast group.
mcastTable: Multicast table. A node records the multicast

information in its multicast table, which contains a list of
group entries, and the information on the Source Home
including the identification and sequence number of the
Source Home, which will be introduced later. Each group
entry saves the information of a group (groupID, source list,
member list, and mZone list). Source list is a list of source
records, which is used by group members and zone leaders
to keep the information of the sources. The member list is
used by a zone leader to save the information of multicast
group members within its local zones, and the source will
record member zones in its zone list.

In this section, we will first introduce our zone
construction and maintenance scheme in Section 3.1, we

will then present the group membership management
scheme of RSGM in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we will
describe how a session is initiated and an efficient source
tracking strategy. Finally, in Section 3.4, we will present our
reliable packet forwarding scheme.

3.1 Zone Construction and Maintenance

In RSGM, the zone structure is virtual and calculated based
on a reference point. Therefore, the construction of zone
structure does not depend on the shape of the network
region, and it is very simple to locate and maintain a zone.
To further reduce management overhead, a zone needs to
elect a leader and be managed only when it has multicast
group members.

3.1.1 Zone Construction

Virtual zones are used as references for the nodes to find their
zone positions in the network domain. The zone is set relative
to a virtual origin located at ðx0; y0Þ, which is set at the
network initialization stage as one of the network para-
meters. The length of a side of the zone square is defined as
zone size. Each zone is identified by a zone ID (zID). A node
can calculate its zID (a, b) from its pos (x, y) as follows:

a ¼ x� x0

zone size

h i
;

b ¼ y� y0

zone size

h i
:

8<
: ð1Þ

For simplicity, we assume all the zone IDs are positive. A
zone ID will help locate a zone, and a packet destined to
a zone will be forwarded toward its center. The center
position ðxc; ycÞ of a zone with zID (a,b) can be calculated as:

xcenter ¼ x0 þ ðaþ 0:5Þ � zone size;
ycenter ¼ y0 þ ðbþ 0:5Þ � zone size:

�
ð2Þ

3.1.2 On-Demand Leader Election

A leader will be elected in a zone only when the zone has
group members in it to avoid unnecessary management
overhead. When a multicast group member M just moves
into a new zone, if the zone leader (zLdr) is unknown,
M queries the neighbor node in the zone for the leader. When
failing to get the leader information, M will announce itself as
a leader by flooding a LEADER message into the zone. In the
case that two leaders exist in a zone, e.g., due to the slight time
difference of leader queries and announcements, the one
with the larger ID will win and be selected as the leader. A
zone leader floods a LEADER in its zone every time interval
Intvalrefresh to announce its leadership until the zone no
longer has any members. If no LEADER message is received
within the interval 2� Intvalrefresh, a member node will wait
for a random period and then announce itself as the zone
leader when no other node announces the leadership.

3.2 Group Membership Management

The group membership is managed at two tiers. RSGM takes
advantage of the virtual-zone-based structure to efficiently
track the group membership and member positions. In the
following description, except when explicitly indicated, we
use G, S and M, respectively, to represent a multicast group,
a source of G and a member of G.
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3.2.1 Local Group Membership Management

The group membership is first aggregated in the local zone
and managed by the zone leader. When joining or leaving a
group, a member M sends a message REFRESH (groupIDs,
posM ) immediately to its zone leader to notify its member-
ship change, where posM is its position and groupIDs are
the addresses of the groups in which M is a member. M also
needs to unicast a REFRESH message to its zone leader
every time interval Intvalrefresh to update its position and
membership information. A member record will be re-
moved by the leader if not refreshed within 2� Intvalrefresh.

When M moves to a new zone, its next periodic REFRESH
will be sent to the zone leader in the new zone. It will
announce itself as the leader if the new zone does not have
one. The moving node will still receive the multicast data
packets from the old zone before its information is timed out
at the leader of the old zone, which reduces the packet loss
during the moving. For a leader node, if its distance to the
zone border is shorter than a distance threshold and the zone
is still a member zone, it will hand over its leadership by
unicasting a LEADER message (carrying all the current group
information) to the neighbor node in its zone which is closest
to the zone center. The LEADER message will continue being
forwarded toward the zone center until reaching a node
which has no neighbor closer to the zone center than itself,
and the node will take over the leadership and flood a
LEADER within the zone.

3.2.2 Membership Management at the Network Level

After the membership information is aggregated in the local
zone, a source only needs to track the IDs of the member
zones that have group members. The leaders of the member
zones are responsible for the sending of the zone member-
ship information to the source.

Zone membership reporting by zone leaders. When a
zone changes from a member zone to a nonmember zone of
G or vice versa, the zone leader sends a REPORT message
immediately to S to notify the change. The leader can obtain
the address and position of S using methods described in
Section 3.3. A zone leader needs to send REPORT every
time interval Intvalzone to S to refresh its zone membership
information. In the case that S is the source of more than one
multicast group, instead of sending a REPORT to S for each
group, the leader sends one REPORT carrying all corre-
sponding group IDs. S will remove a member-zone record if
not refreshed within 2� Intvalzone.

Empty-zone handling. A zone may become empty when

all the nodes move away. The probability that a zone is

empty is approximately P ¼ e��r2
when the node density is

� and the zone size is r. Let’s calculate the probability of

zone being empty for two typical node densities and zone

sizes: 1) When � ¼ 60 nodes=km2, r ¼ 100 m, P ¼ 0:55;

2) When � ¼ 20 nodes=km2, r ¼ 400 m, P ¼ 0:04. We can

see that in either case, the probability of a zone being empty

is not negligible. Therefore, it is critical to address the

empty-zone problem.
When a member zone of G is becoming empty, the

moving out zone leader will notify S immediately to stop
sending packets to the empty zone. If the moving out leader
fails to notify S (e.g., the leader suddenly dies), the packet

forwarded to the empty zone will finally be dropped
without being delivered. The node which drops the packet
will notify S to delete the zone from its zone list. A false
deletion will be corrected when S receives the periodic
membership reporting again from the corresponding zone.

Message aggregation. As compared to local messages,
control messages sent at the network tier would generally
traverse a longer path. To minimize control overhead, we
consider a virtual reverse-tree-based aggregation scheme
(Fig. 2), with which all the control messages sent toward
the same destination (e.g., the source S) will be aggregated to
further reduce control overhead. Different from other tree-
based multicast protocols, no explicit tree structure needs to
be maintained, which avoids the overhead and improves the
robustness. Specifically, the periodic REPORT messages can
be aggregated and forwarded along the reverse tree. To
facilitate the message aggregation, S schedules the periodic
REPORT sending for the member zones. S inserts the next
periodic reporting time t into the data packets sent out. The
leader of a member zone schedules its next periodic
REPORT to S at time tþ4t, where 4t is inversely
proportional to its distance to S. The zone leaders will form
an upstream and downstream relationship according to
their distances to S. Generally, the leaders farther away from
S have a shorter 4t and will send the REPORTs earlier than
the upstream zone leaders, while strict timing is not needed.
When a REPORT message reaches a member zone, it is
forwarded to the leader first. When an upstream zone leader
receives REPORTs from downstream zone leaders, if it has
not sent out its REPORT, it will aggregate these REPORTs
with its own REPORT, and send out the REPORT at its
scheduled time. As a result, the forwarding of the REPORT
messages follows a tree structure as shown in Fig. 2. The
REFRESH messages sent by member nodes to the zone
leader can be similarly aggregated and sent through the
virtual reverse tree.

3.3 Session Initialization and Source Tracking

In order to join and leave a multicast group, the nodes in the
network need to have the source information. As a source
can move in a MANET, it is critical to quickly find the
source when needed and efficiently track the location of the
source node. RSGM incorporates mechanisms for session
creation and efficient source discovery.
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3.3.1 Session Initiation

A multicast session (G) is initiated and terminated by a
source (S). To start a multicast session, S floods an
ANNOUNCE (S, posS , groupIDs) message into the network
(for reliability, promiscuous broadcasting is used in the
flooding), where groupIDs are IDs of the groups (G is one of
them) for which S is the source. Upon receiving this
message, a node (N) interested in being the group member
of G starts the joining process by unicasting to its zone
leader a REFRESH message carrying the information of S.
After a session begins, S can piggyback its position (posS) to
the multicast packets sent out to refresh its position at the
receivers. When a member M moves to a new zone, the new
leader can obtain the address and position of S from M. To
terminate G, S floods an ANNOUNCE message with G
removed from its group ID list.

3.3.2 Source Tracking

A source may move during the session time. The
forwarders and receivers of the multicast packets can
obtain the position of the source that is piggybacked with
the packets, while other nodes including the ones that
newly join the network must resort to some explicit source
location or update mechanism to get the position. The
conventional scheme for resource information update is
through periodic network-wide flooding of source informa-
tion [12]. Straightforward ways to look for a source include
flooding query messages and performing an expanding
ring search. However, these methods will incur excessive
control overhead and search delay.

To facilitate the source location and avoid network-wide
periodic flooding of source information, we introduce a
Source Home, a zone in which all the nodes will keep track of
the multicast sources in the network. To avoid being a
bottleneck, increase survivability, and improve transmission
efficiency, the Source Home will not serve as the gateway for
data traffic to the source. The issues related to the manage-
ment of Source Home are: 1) Creation and maintenance of
the Source Home with reliability, uniqueness, and consis-
tency; 2) Efficient information update to the Source Home.

When a new source is started and does not know the zone
ID of the Source Home, it will perform an expanding ring
search within a smaller range. Compared to a single node,
the location of the Source Home will be relatively stable and
can be cached by network nodes. If no Source Home is
located, it will announce its current zone as Source Home by
flooding an ANNOUNCE message into the network with
the sequence number of the Source Home set to zero. All the
network nodes will record the zone ID and sequence
number of the Source Home. Later, multicast sources will
share the elected Source Home and all the nodes in the
Source Home will maintain the addresses and IDs of the
sources. Whenever a source moves to a new zone, it unicasts
a REGISTER (zIDnew) message to the Source Home. When
the message reaches the Source Home, the first node
receiving it floods the message into the Source Home so
that all the nodes learn which zone the source is currently
located in. To learn the source information which is
currently maintained by the Source Home, a node just
moving into the Source Home will query its neighbors in the

zone. During the zone membership reporting (Section 3.2.2),
a zone leader will send a REPORT message to the Source
Home if it does not know the source address or the address
it maintains is outdated. The first node in the Source Home
that receives the REPORT and has a record of S will forward
the message toward the zone where S is located. When the
REPORT message arrives at the zone of S, the message will
be first forwarded to the leader. As S is a member of G and
needs to send REFRESH periodically to its leader, the leader
has the position of S and will forward the packet to S.

If the Source Home is becoming empty, when a leaving
node finds it has no neighbors in the zone, it will announce
its entering zone as the new Source Home to the network,
and flood into the new Source Home its source list which
contains the information of the sources it currently main-
tains. The sequence number of the Source Home is increased
by one every time the Source Home changes. Some nodes
may have no information on the Source Home or hold an
old zone ID due to their failure in receiving the announce-
ment of the updated Source Home. To handle the first case,
a node can learn the source-home information by an
expanded ring search. For the second case, the sequence
number can help a node to identify the newest Source
Home. A message sent to the Source Home (e.g., REGISTER
message) will carry the sequence number. A forwarding
node will update its recorded source-home information if
the sequence number carried by the incoming message is
larger than that it has; otherwise, it forwards this message to
its recorded Source Home, and sends back the source-home
update information to the sending node if the sequence
number carried by the incoming message is smaller than
that it has. The sequence number will also help elect a
Source Home when multiple ones exist. This can occur if a
source does not know or cannot reach the Source Home, and
announces its own zone as Source Home again. The Source
Home with the larger sequence number wins or the one
with the larger ID wins when the two zones have the same
sequence number, and the holder of the invalid source-
home information will be notified as described above. As an
example, in the case of network partitioning, a source may
announce its current zone as new Source Home since it
cannot reach the Source Home. When the network is
connected again, multiple Source Homes exist, and one
Source Home will be elected through our Source-Home
maintenance scheme. This source-home merging process
will also help merge the partitioned group resulted from
network partition.

With a Source Home, there is no need to flood the source
information to the network periodically or search for Source
throughout the network, which greatly reduces the manage-
ment overhead and multicast group joining delay.

3.4 Multicast Packet Delivery

A source needs to send the multicast packets reliably to the
group members. With the membership management, the
member zones are recorded by source S, while the local
group members and their positions are recorded by the zone
leaders. Multicast packets will be sent along a virtual
distribution tree from the source to the member zones, and
then along a virtual distribution tree from the zone leader to
the group members. A virtual distribution tree is formulated
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during transmission time and guided by the destination

positions.
The multicast packets are first delivered by S to member

zones toward their zone centers. S sends a multicast packet
to all the member zones, and to the member nodes in its

own zone through the zone leader. For each destination, it

decides the next hop by using the geographic forwarding
strategy described in Section 1. After all the next hops are

decided, S unicasts to each next-hop node a copy of the
packet which carries the list of destinations that must be

reached through this hop. Only one copy needs to be sent

when packets for different destinations share the same next-
hop node. Thus, the packets are forwarded along a tree-like

path without the need of building and maintaining the tree

in advance. For robust transmissions, geographic unicast is
used in packet forwarding. The packets can also be sent

through broadcast to further reduce forwarding bandwidth,
at the cost of reliability.

When an intermediate node receives the packet, if its
zone ID is not in the destination list, it will take a similar

action to that of S to continue forwarding the packet. If its
zone is in the list, it will replace its zone ID in the

destination list with the local members if it is a zone leader,

or replace the ID with the position and address of the zone
leader otherwise. The intermediate node will find the next-

hop node to each destination and aggregate the sending of

packets that share the same next-hop node as source S does.

4 COST ANALYSIS

In this section, we quantitatively analyze the per-node cost

of the protocol, which is defined as the average number of
control messages transmitted by each node per second. We

will analyze the basic two-tier scheme, and for simplicity, in
most cases, we will not consider the message aggregations;

thus, the analysis result is an upper bound of the cost.
The notations to be used in this section are listed in Table 1.

With a two-tier system structure, the total cost includes the
cost for upper tier management and the cost for lower tier

management. Before obtaining the cost of the overall

protocol, we first introduce a few lemmas, and calculate the
per-node control overhead for each tier.

Lemma 1. Assume that a node keeps the same moving direction

in a zone. Then, the average moving distance of the mobile

nodes in a zone is �r
4 .

Proof. The moving distance d of a node in a zone is the
length of its moving trail in the zone square. For
example, in Fig. 3, line a is such a moving trail. Suppose
the angle formed by the moving trail and the bottom side
of the zone square is �. Due to the symmetry of the
square, we only need to consider the case when � 2 ½0; �4�.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, all the possible moving trails with
angle � are located between two parallel lines b and c,
where b and c are tangent to the zone with angle �. Line l
is perpendicular to b and c and intersects b at point A. a
intersects l at B. If the distance between A and B is z, the
length of a moving trail is decided by its angle � and
distance z. Therefore, we can calculate the average
distance of a node moving in a zone as

d ¼
R �

4

0

�
2
R r sin �

0
z

sin � cos � dzþ
R r

2ðcos ��sin �Þ
r sin �

r
cos � dz

�
d�R �

4
0

R r
2ðcos �þsin �Þ
0 dzd�

¼ �r
4
:

ð3Þ

tu
Lemma 2. The per-node cost of RSGM due to lower tier

management is O(1) with respect to the network size and
group size.

Proof. The overhead of the lower tier management comes
from the REFRESH messages sent by nonleader members
and the LEADER messages from leaders of member zones.

A member node unicasts a REFRESH to its zone leader

every Intvalrefresh. In the geographic unicasting, packets

are normally greedily forwarded and the perimeter

forwarding is only in the recovery mode. For simplicity,

we only consider the greedy forwarding. According to

[23], the average number of hops of the greedy forwarding

path between the source and the destination is
�d
�z , where �d

is the average distance between the source and destina-

tion and �z is the average forwarding progress made

toward the destination in the course of one transmission,

which depends on rt and the average number of nodes

within rt. The average distance between two nodes in the

same zone is �r
8 by Lemma 1. Therefore,

CostREFRESH ¼
1

N

Mn�r

8�z� Intvalrefresh
¼ O Mn

N

� �
¼ Oð1Þ: ð4Þ
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Fig. 3. The moving distance of a mobile node in a zone.



A leader of the member zone floods a LEADER
message in the local zone every Intvalrefresh and unicasts
a LEADER to another node to hand over the leadership
when leaving the zone. Because there is an average of
Nr2

R2 nodes in a zone, the average number of transmis-
sions due to local zone flooding is ðNr2

R2 � 1Þ. By Lemma 1,
the average frequency of a node moving between
different zones is 4v

�r . Therefore,

CostLEADER ¼
1

N

Mz

Intvalrefresh

Nr2

R2
� 1

� �
þMz

�r

8�z

4v

�r

� �

¼ O 1

N
ðN þMzÞ

� �
; because Mz �

R2

r2
;

¼ Oð1Þ:
ð5Þ

From (4) and (5), the per-node cost of the lower tier

management with respect to the network size and group

size is:

Costlower ¼ CostREFRESH þ CostLEADER ¼ Oð1Þ: ð6Þ

tu
Lemma 3. The per-node cost of RSGM for the upper tier

management is O(1) with respect to the network size and

group size.

Proof. The overhead of the upper tier management is the

sum of the overhead of REPORT messages, REGISTER

messages, and Source-Home management messages.
The leader of a member zone unicasts a REPORT to

the source of each multicast group every Intvalzone. We
analyze the overhead in the worst case when all the
zones are member zones and there is no empty zone. In
this case, when message aggregation is used, a REPORT
sent by a zone leader will stop at an upstream zone
leader. When r � rt, the upstream zone is one of its
neighboring zones, and the distance between the two
leaders is shorter than 2

ffiffiffi
2
p

r. In the case of r < rt, the
upstream zone may not be its neighboring zone, and the
distance between the two leaders will be shorter than
2
ffiffiffi
2
p

rþ rt. Hence,

CostREPORT <
1

N

MzGð2
ffiffiffi
2
p

rþ rtÞ
�z� Intvalzone

¼ O Mz

N

� �
¼ Oð1Þ: ð7Þ

Whenever a source moves into a new zone, it
unicasts a REGISTER to the Source Home, and then
the REGISTER is flooded in the Source Home. Hence,>

CostREGISTER ¼
1

N

�R

8�z
þNr

2

R2
� 1

� �
S

4v

�r
¼ O R

N

� �
;

and since N ¼ dR2, where d is the node density,

CostREGISTER ¼ O
1

R

� �
¼ Oð1Þ;when R � 1: ð8Þ

Whenever the Source Home becomes empty, the last
leaving node will announce its current zone as the Source
Home by flooding into the network, an ANNOUNCE
message, and flood into the new Source Home, a
SOURCE message. The cost for this part is:

Cost1 �
1

N
N þNr

2

R2
� 2

� �
4v

�r
¼ Oð1Þ:

When a node moves into the Source Home, it broad-
casts a message to query the source list, and one of its
neighbors sends back a message to reply. Since there is an
average of Nr

2

R2 nodes in a zone and the average time a node
stays in a zone is �r4v , we consider the worst case that during
a time interval of �r

4v , there are Nr2

R2 nodes moving in the
Source Home. Hence,

Cost2 <
1

N

2Nr2

R2

4v

�r
¼ Oð1Þ:

Therefore, the cost for Source-Home management is:

CostsHome ¼ Cost1 þ Cost2 � Oð1Þ: ð9Þ

From (7)-(9), the per-node cost of the upper tier
management with respect to the network size and group
size is:

Costupper ¼ CostREPORT þ CostREGISTER þ CostsHome
¼ Oð1Þ:

ð10Þ

tu
Theorem 1. The RSGM control overhead as the average number

of control message transmissions per node every second has a
complexity of O(1) with respect to the network size and
group size.

Proof. The overhead of the protocol is caused by the lower
tier management, the upper tier management, and the
periodic beaconing in the underlying geographic unicast
routing protocol. The cost of unicast is:

Costunicast ¼
1

Intvalbeacon
¼ Oð1Þ: ð11Þ

By Lemma 2, Lemma 3, and (11), the cost of the protocol,
i.e., the transmissions of control messages per node every
second with respect to the network size and group size is:

Costprotocol ¼ Costlower þ Costupper þ Costunicast ¼ Oð1Þ:
ut

The analysis result shows that when the network size
and group size increase, the control overhead placed on
each node by the protocol will remain relatively constant.
Next, we will demonstrate the scalability of the protocol by
simulation studies.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we study the performance of RSGM by
simulations. We are mainly interested in the protocol’s
scalability and robustness in a dynamic environment.

5.1 Simulation Overview

We implemented RSGM within the Global Mobile Simulation
(GloMoSim) [22] library. We implemented the geographic
unicast protocol GPSR described in [14]. In GPSR, a source
can obtain the destination position through some type of
location service [10], [9]. An intermediate node makes its
forwarding decisions based on the destination position
inserted in the packet header by the source and the positions
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of its one-hop neighbors learned from the periodic beaconing
of the neighbors. The protocol consists of two transmission
modes. In the greedy mode, a forwarding node forwards the
packet to the neighbor that is closest to the destination end.
When no such a neighbor exists, the node enters recover
mode and assumes perimeter forwarding [14] to recover
from the local void. In this case, a packet traverses the face of
the planarized local topology subgraph by applying the
right-hand rule until the greedy forwarding can be resumed.
The implementation includes a proactive beaconing mechan-
ism with promiscuous use of the network interface as in [14],
and the beaconing interval was set as four seconds. We set
RSGM’s Intvalrefresh as four seconds and Intvalzone as
six seconds. Except in the study of the impact of zone size,
the zone size was set as 400 meters.

For performance reference, we choose to compare with
the classic mesh-based, on-demand nongeographic multi-
cast protocol ODMRP [12] as it is widely used and
considered to be robust over a dynamic network, and
geographic multicast protocol SPBM [20], [21] which is
designed to improve the scalability of position-based multi-
cast. The SPBM is a quad-tree-based protocol as introduced
in Section 2. ODMRP is a mesh-based on-demand nongeo-
graphic multicast protocol, and takes a soft-state approach to
maintain multicast group members. A multicast source
broadcasts Join-Query messages to the entire network
periodically. An intermediate node stores the source ID
and the sequence number, and updates its routing table with
the node ID (i.e., backward learning) from which the
message was received for the reverse path back to the
source. A receiver creates and broadcasts a Join Reply to its
neighbors, with the next-hop node ID field filled by
extracting information from its routing table. The neighbor-
ing node whose ID matches that in the message broadcasts
its own Join Table built upon matched entries. This whole
process constructs (or updates) the routes from sources to
receivers and builds a mesh of nodes, the forwarding group.

The simulations for ODMRP are based on the codes
carried with the simulator, with parameters set as those in
[15]. We fixed several bugs in the GloMoSim codes which
would prevent a forwarding group node from sending JOIN
TABLES. The improvement doubles the delivery ratio and
reduces the control overhead of ODMRP. Additionally, we
implemented SPBM in GloMoSim according to the protocol
descriptions in [20], [21] and the ns2 codes provided by the
authors, with the parameters set as those in [21]. The basic
square size was set to 150 m so that the nodes in a basic
square are within each other’s transmission range. The
number of levels of the quad-tree changes accordingly with
the square size and the larger network size we used.

The simulations were run with 400 nodes randomly
distributed in the area of 2;400 m� 2;400 m. The nodes
moved following the modified random waypoint mobility
model [7]. The minimum moving speed was set as one meter
per second and the default maximum speed was set as
20 meters per second except when studying the effect of
mobility by varying the moving speed. We set the
MAC protocol and radio parameters according to the Lucent
WaveLAN card, which operates at a data rate 11 Mbps and
radio frequency 2.4 GHz with a nominal transmission range
of 250 meters. IEEE 802.11b was used as the MAC layer
protocol. Each simulation lasted 500 simulation seconds.

Each source sends CBR data packets at 8 Kbps with packet
length 512 bytes. The CBR flows start at around 30 seconds
so that the group membership management has time to
initialize and stop at 480 seconds. The default group size was
100 members with one source per group. By default, one
multicast group was simulated except when evaluating the
performance of different numbers of groups in the network.
A simulation result was gained by averaging over six runs
with different seeds.

We are mainly interested in the protocol’s scalability,
robustness, and efficiency under the dynamic environment.
The following metrics were studied:

1. Packet delivery ratio: The ratio of the number of
packets received and the number of packets ex-
pected to be received. For the multicast packet
delivery, the ratio is equal to the total number of
received packets over the multiplication of the group
size and the number of originated packets.

2. Normalized control overhead: The total number of
control message transmissions divided by the total
number of received data packets. The control mes-
sages include the control messages of RSGM and the
proactive beacons in the underlying geographic
unicast routing protocol. Each forwarding of the
control messages was counted as one transmission.

3. Average path length: The average number of hops
traversed by each delivered data packet.

4. Joining delay: The average time interval between a
member joining a group and its first receiving of the
data packet from that group. To obtain the joining
delay, the simulations were rerun with the same
settings except that all the members joined groups
after the sources began sending data packets.

5.2 Simulation Results

The performance of the protocol may be impacted by many
factors. We first study the impact of zone size on the
performance of RSGM, and then compare the performance of
ODMRP, SPBM, and RSGM with the variation of moving
speed and node density. Finally, we study the scalability of
the three protocols with the change of group size, the number
of groups in the network, and network size.

5.2.1 Impact of Zone Size

Although the basic zone size in SPBM is restricted so that all
the nodes in a zone are within transmission range, the nodes
in a zone of RSGM can be multiple hops away. We first study
the impact of zone size on the performance of RSGM. The
zone size not only impacts the number of group members in a
zone but also impacts the number of member zones in the
network. As shown in Fig. 4, a too small or too large zone size
will both lead to the performance degradation. Hence, a
medium zone size (e.g., 400 m) is preferred for RSGM.

With a smaller zone size, the number of member zones
will increase, leading to more REPORT messages at the high
tier. The zone leaders will also move out of the zones more
frequently and generate more LEADER messages to hand
over the leadership. The movement of member nodes across
zones would also possibly lead to zone membership
changes. In Fig. 4b, the control overhead first drops with
the increase of zone size, and then rises quickly as the
zone size increases beyond a certain value. A larger zone
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size will result in a higher control overhead in the local zone
due to the periodic local flooding of the LEADER messages
in the member zones. The higher control overhead will
cause more collisions and hence result in more packet
droppings, and the delivery ratio, therefore, decreases with
a too small or too large zone size. However, the delivery
ratio is higher than 92 percent under all zone sizes as shown
in Fig. 4a.

With a larger zone size, a zone has more stable member-
ship; thus, the joining processes of more group members
will end in the local zone. Therefore, the average joining
delay reduces with the increase of zone size as demonstrated
in Fig. 4d. However, a reverse trend is seen in Fig. 4c. The
delivery path is shorter with a smaller zone size. In RSGM, a
packet is first forwarded toward the center positions of
member zones, and when it reaches a member zone, the
packet will be forwarded to the zone leader first and then to
the local members. With a larger zone size, a packet needs to
traverse a longer distance in a zone to reach the zone leader,
resulting in a longer average end-to-end path.

5.2.2 Impact of Mobility

It is critical and challenging for a multicast routing
protocol to maintain a good performance in the presence
of node mobility in an ad hoc network. We evaluate the
protocol performance by varying maximum moving speed
from 5 to 40 m/s.

From Fig. 5, in almost all the mobility cases, RSGM
performs much better than ODMRP and SPBM. In all the
mobility cases, the geographic multicast protocols RSGM
and SPBM have higher delivery ratios. This is as expected,
since geographic forwarding is more robust to the network
topology change and both protocols use geographic unicast
in their data packet transmissions to enhance reliability.
RSGM keeps a stable and over 98 percent delivery ratio
under all the mobility cases. The delivery ratios of ODMRP
and SPBM decrease as mobility increases, and the delivery
ratio of ODMRP drops much faster. Although the mesh
structure used in ODMRP is more robust than the

general tree structure, the mesh structure built through
the back learning scheme is easier to become invalid as
nodes move. In SPBM, when the mobility increases, its
periodic multilevel membership update mechanism cannot
catch the quick membership changes of the lower level
squares in time, while its higher control overhead results in
much more transmission collisions. Both factors lead to the
reduction of its delivery ratio.

In Fig. 5b, SPBM is seen to have a significantly higher
overhead than the other two protocols due to its use of
periodic local and network-wide flooding in its member-
ship management. The control overhead of RSGM is seen to
be the lowest. The membership management of RSGM is
based on the efficient virtual-zone-based structure and
supported with the inverted-virtual-tree for membership
reporting without involving periodic network-wide flood-
ing, which greatly improves the efficiency and scalability of
the protocol. The control overhead of all the protocols
increases as mobility increases. In RSGM, when the moving
speed increases, there are more frequent leader changes and
zone crossings, which triggers more handover processes.
The increase of the normalized control overhead for all the
protocols is also due to the reduced number of packets
received in a highly dynamic environment.

The average path lengths of all the protocols increase in
Fig. 5c, which indicates the delivery path will become
nonoptimal sooner in a higher mobility environment. The
mobility has more impact on the path lengths of the two
geographic multicast protocols RSGM and SPBM. One
reason is that the underlying geographic forwarding relies
on periodic beaconing to refresh the positions of the
neighbors, which cannot catch up with the changes of the
neighbors’ positions at a high moving speed, resulting in
nonoptimal forwarding decisions and longer routing paths
as analyzed in work [26]. Another reason is that ODMRP has
a shorter average end-to-end path under a higher mobility,
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as its prebuilt paths (i.e., the mesh structure) especially those
longer paths are more likely broken so packets with longer
paths fail to reach their destinations. Between the two
geographic multicast protocols, RSGM has a shorter path
length. In RSGM, the packet forwarding from the source to a
member zone follows the shortest path and a detour is only
introduced in the destination zone by forwarding packets
first to the zone leader and then to group members. In
SPBM, the multicast packet forwarding follows its quad-tree
structure and detours occur at multiple tree levels.

In RSGM, when a node wants to join a group, it will start
the joining process immediately, and the nodes can join the
multicast group very quickly as shown in Fig. 5d. SPBM is
seen to have the largest joining delay most of the time. As
described in Section 2, with the use of periodic level-by-
level membership update, it may take a long time for a
bottom level square of SPBM to disseminate its member-
ship change information to the upmost level. In ODMRP,
the mesh structure is built on the demand of the source, and
the source sends out a JOIN QUERY periodically to refresh
the mesh structure. If the nodes want to join a group, they
need to wait until the next mesh refreshing period. The
refreshing interval is set as three seconds according to [15].
From the figure, the average joining delay of ODMRP
decreases with the increase of mobility, as the higher
moving speed helps a member connect to the source more
quickly in the nongeographic mesh structure.

In summary, compared to ODMRP and SPBM, RSGM
provides much more reliable transmissions in a dynamic
environment with the support of its virtual-zone-based
membership management and stateless virtual delivery
trees. At the highest mobility, it achieves 40 and 15 percent
higher delivery ratios than ODMRP and SPBM, respectively.
It also has the minimum control overhead and group joining
delay under all the mobility. The control overhead of
ODMRP and RSGM are comparable, while the overhead of
SPBM is about six times their overhead. Similarly, the joining
delay of SPBM is also six times that of RSGM. The joining
delay of ODMRP reduces with the increase of mobility, and is
still three times that of RSGM at the highest mobility. The
increase of mobility also leads to the increase of path lengths
of the two geometric multicast protocols, which is partially
due to the transmission inefficiency of the underlying
geometric unicast protocol and partially due to the increased
failures of the longer path transmissions in ODMRP.

5.2.3 Impact of Node Density

Since geographic routing is sensitive to the node density
and performs better in a dense network, we also study the
impact of node density on the performance.

As expected, both RSGM and SPBM have higher delivery
ratios at higher node density (Fig. 6a). All protocols have
low packet delivery ratios in a sparse network where the
network graph is weakly connected. RSGM keeps a higher
delivery ratio and its delivery ratio increases faster as the
network density increases. According to the feature of
geographic routing, when the node density is smaller, there
is a smaller chance for an intermediate node to find a
neighbor closer to the destination, and the recovery
forwarding has to be used more frequently which intro-
duces longer paths for control messages and data packets.

As a result, RSGM and SPBM have higher control over-
heads and longer end-to-end paths in a sparser network as
shown in Figs. 6b and 6c. SPBM’s control overhead
increases quickly when the node density becomes higher
as more nodes are involved in its periodic multilevel
flooding for membership management.

For all the protocols, the disconnected topology graph in
a sparse network leads to a longer joining delay (Fig. 6d).
The followed slight increase of the joining delay at high
node density is due to more transmission collisions. Such
increase is more obvious for SPBM since its higher control
overhead results in more collisions.

Overall, all the protocols perform better in a denser
network, and RSGM has consistently higher delivery ratio
than SPBM and ODMRP. SPBM has a significantly higher
control overhead and joining delay in a dense network as a
result of its periodic multilevel flooding of membership
management message, while RSGM remains to have the
lowest delay as it allows group members to join and leave
the group immediately on demand. The geometric proto-
cols have longer transmission paths in a sparse network due
to the more frequent use of recovery forwarding of the
underlying geometric unicast protocol.

5.2.4 Impact of Group Size

Next, we demonstrate the protocol performance with
different group sizes from 10 members to 200 members.

Fig. 7 shows that RSGM is scalable to group size and
performs better than ODMRP and SPBM with various group

sizes. The delivery ratio of RSGM remains higher than
98 percent under all group sizes. When the group size

increases, ODMRP and SPBM make more successful deliv-
eries. The mesh structure in ODMRP has more redundancy

when more nodes join the multicast group and will provide
more robust delivery paths. The membership of the squares

in SPBM becomes more stable with a larger group size.
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Fig. 6. Performance versus node density (one group, one source, and
100 group members): (a) packet delivery ratio; (b) normalized control
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In Fig. 7b, ODMRP and SPBM are seen to have high
control overhead when the group size is small. In ODMRP,
all the mobile nodes are involved in the periodic flooding
of JOIN QUERY, which results in a higher normalized
control overhead. In SPBM, the proactive multilevel control
message flooding causes much more unnecessary overhead
when the group size is small relative to the total number of
mobile nodes. While in RSGM, a smaller group size will
lead to fewer member zones and hence fewer LEADER and
REPORT messages, and most of the control overhead is
caused by the proactive beacons sent by each node in the
underlying geographic unicast routing protocol. When the
group size increases, the normalized control overhead of all
the protocols reduces accordingly with more data packets
delivered. With more distant members joining the group,
the average path lengths become longer for all the
protocols (Fig. 7c).

The change of group size has different impacts on the
joining delay of the three protocols as shown in Fig. 7d. In
RSGM, as the group size increases, there are more member
zones, hence more joining processes are completed inside
local zones, which results in a decrease of joining delay for
RSGM. The joining delay of SPBM drops as group size goes
up, because the memberships of the squares become more
stable when the group size is larger and the joining process
of a node triggers fewer levels of membership changes in
the quad-tree. Relying on the periodic JOIN-QUERY
message to refresh the mesh structure for node to join a
group, the group size does not have a significant impact on
the joining delay of ODMRP.

In summary, RSGM has more than 98 percent delivery
ratios for all the group sizes, and it does not incur
unnecessary control overhead when there is no member
in a zone. In contrast, there are higher control overheads for
ODMRP and SPBM due to their uses of periodic flooding
messages regardless of the group size, which result in their
higher normalized overheads at a smaller group size.
RSGM has comparable path length to ODMRP, while SPBM

has the longest path lengths under all the group sizes. The
group size has little impact on the joining delay of RSGM,
while SPBM has a significantly higher joining delay when
the network is sparse.

5.2.5 Impact of the Number of Groups

To study the impact of the number of groups, we conducted
simulations with 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 15 groups. The total
number of members are fixed as 120; thus, for each scenario,
there are, respectively, 60, 40, 30, 20, 15, 12, 10, and
8 members per group.

The simulation results in Fig. 8 indicate that RSGM is also
scalable to the number of groups. RSGM outperforms
ODMRP and SPBM under different numbers of groups for
both delivery ratio and control overhead. The delivery ratios
of all protocols drop when the number of groups increases
because of the heavier transmission load, which results in
more collisions and hence more packet loss. SPBM is shown
to have the sharpest decrease in delivery ratio since its
higher control overhead and data packet transmission
overhead (Figs. 8b and 8c) lead to more collisions. Also,
according to the settings, the group size is smaller with more
groups, so SPBM has less stable square membership. From
Fig. 8b, ODMRP’s control overhead increases almost linearly
with the number of groups, as more control overhead is
generated when more sources periodically flood JOIN
QUERY. When the number of groups increases, the smaller
group size and heavier transmission load also lead to the
increase of joining delays for ODMRP and SPBM as seen in
Fig. 8d, while the joining delay of RSGM is little impacted.

In summary, RSGM scales well with the number of
groups, and has consistently higher delivery ratio than those
of ODMRP and SPBM, and achieves more than 40 percent
higher delivery ratio than both peer protocols at the highest
number of groups tested. Its control overhead, average path
length, and joining delay are little impacted by the number
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Fig. 7. Performance versus group size (one group and one source):

(a) packet delivery ratio; (b) normalized control overhead; (c) average

path length; (d) average joining delay.

Fig. 8. Performance versus number of groups (one source per group,

totally 120 group members): (a) packet delivery ratio; (b) normalized

control overhead; (c) average path length; (d) average joining delay.



of groups, while the control overhead of ODMRP increases
almost linearly with the number of groups as a result of the
periodic flooding of JOIN QUERY by a source.

5.2.6 Impact of Network Size

To study the protocol’s scalability to network size, we
varied the network range from 1;500 m� 1;500 m to
4;800 m� 4;800 m. The node density is kept as before; thus,
the total number of nodes is varied from 156 nodes to
1,600 nodes. Since the periodic local and network-wide
message flooding in SPBM saturates the machine’s memory
faster, we run simulations on SPBM with the network size
increased up to only 3;300 m� 3;300 m with 756 nodes.

RSGM has a much better scalability to network size than
ODMRP and SPBM as demonstrated in Fig. 9. The delivery
ratios of both ODMRP and SPBM drop quickly with the
increase of network size, while the delivery ratio of RSGM
remains at above 90 percent at the largest network size. The
periodic flooding-based mechanism of ODMRP makes it
hard to scale to a large network size, as the broadcasting is
unreliable and also causes more transmission collisions.
When the network size reaches 4;800 m� 4;800 m with
1,600 nodes, the delivery ratio of RSGM is three times that of
ODMRP, while the RSGM has more than 40 percent higher
delivery ratio than that of SPBM at the network size of
3;300 m� 3;300 m, beyond which SPBM simulation could
not be run. The control overheads of all the protocols
increase as the network size increases. For ODMRP, more
nodes are involved in the periodic JOIN-QUERY flooding.
For RSGM, a larger network range leads to a longer
forwarding path for network-tier control messages. The
underneath geographic unicast protocol also generates
more beacons with more nodes. The periodic multilevel
message flooding in SPBM causes its control overhead to
increase much more sharply than those of RSGM and
ODMRP. As expected, the path lengths of all the protocols

increase when the network range is enlarged as shown in
Fig. 9c. ODMRP has a shorter delivery path in a large
network, because its unreliable broadcast-based forwarding
makes data packets hard to reach farther away nodes and
more packets with long paths are dropped in ODMRP.

All three protocols also have longer joining delay when
the network size increases as in Fig. 9d. The joining delay of
ODMRP is significantly impacted by the network size, as
both its periodic network-wide flooding of JOIN QUERY
and its broadcast-based packet forwarding do not perform
well at a large network size. More data collisions during the
flooding will result in a longer waiting time for a group
member to receive the first data packet from the source, and
a larger number of packet loss as confirmed by the low
delivery ratio in Fig. 9a. For SPBM, with the increase of the
number of the quad-tree levels, the membership change of a
node may need to go through more levels to reach the
source leading to a longer joining delay. The joining delay
of RSGM only rises slightly at a large network size, because
a newly joined zone may be farther away from the source.

In summary, RSGM can perform much better than SPBM
and ODMRP in a large network, and has a significantly
higher delivery ratio, lower control overhead, and lower
joining delay due to its virtual and reliable membership
management and transmission infrastructures.

6 DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we further discuss the issues of handling
multiple sources per group and multiple clusters per zone.

In the case that a group G has multiple sources, one of
them (e.g., the one with the smallest address) can be chosen
as a representative for the sources (denoted by RS). The
zone leaders send the periodic REPORTs only to RS. Only
when the zone list for G maintained by RS changes, i.e.,
some zone records are removed due to time-out, it notifies
other sources through a MAP message. The MAP message
carries a bit map with each bit corresponding to a zone in
the network, and the bit is set to one for a member zone and
zero otherwise. As presented in Section 3.2.2, besides the
periodic reporting, a zone leader also needs to send a
REPORT when the membership of the zone changes. In the
second case, the REPORT needs to be sent to all the sources
instead of only RS so that the sources can start or terminate
sending multicast packets to the zone in time.

The nodes in a zone may form multiple clusters, which
are not connected in the zone but are connected on the
network topology graph through some nodes outside the
zone. In this case, two nodes in different clusters can
communicate with each other through unicast, but an
intrazone flooding message initiated in one cluster may not
reach other clusters. Many protocols use a smaller zone
size so that all nodes in a zone are within each other’s
transmission range; however, this still cannot solve the
problem if some obstacles in the zone (e.g., a hill or a
building) block the radio communications. In RSGM, when
there are multiple clusters in a zone, without knowing the
existence of other clusters, each cluster containing member
nodes will elect a leader. From the zone ID, S can detect the
existence of multiple clusters in a zone and sends data
packets to each of the cluster. Some clusters may merge
later and a new leader will be elected. For the Source Home,
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Fig. 9. Performance versus network size (one group, one source, and
100 group members): (a) packet delivery ratio; (b) normalized control
overhead; (c) average path length; (d) average joining delay.



similar to a member zone, the zone leader needs to report to
S periodically. On detecting multiple clusters in the Source
Home, S informs the status to the cluster leaders. When a
REGISTER sent from S reaches a cluster, the cluster leader
will unicast a copy of the message to other cluster leaders,
which will flood the message within their own clusters. For
efficiency, the source can designate a new Source Home.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have designed a robust and scalable
geographic multicast protocol RSGM for MANET. In
RSGM, stateless virtual transmission structures are used
for simple management and robust forwarding. Both data
packets and control messages are transmitted along efficient
tree-like paths without the need of explicitly creating and
maintaining a tree structure. Scalable membership manage-
ment is achieved through a virtual-zone-based two-tier
infrastructure. A Source Home is defined to track the
locations and addresses of the multicast sources to avoid
the periodic network-wide flooding of source information,
and the location service for group members is combined
with the membership management to avoid the use of an
outside location server. The position information is used in
RSGM to guide the zone structure building, membership
management, and packet forwarding, which reduces the
maintenance overhead and leads to more robust multicast
forwarding when the topology changes. We have also
handled the empty-zone problem which is challenging for
the zone-based protocols.

We quantitatively analyze the control overhead of the
proposed RSGM protocol, and our analysis results indicate
that the per-node cost of RSGM keeps relatively constant
with respect to network size and group size. We have
performed extensive simulations to evaluate the perfor-
mance of RSGM. Our results demonstrate that RSGM not
only outperforms the existing geographic multicast protocol
SPBM and widely used multicast protocol ODMRP but can
also scale to a large group size, large number of groups, and
large network size. To be more specific, RSGM has much
higher packet delivery ratio than SPBM and ODMRP under
different moving speeds, node densities, group sizes,
number of groups, and network sizes. The difference
becomes more evident as the moving speed increases. For
example, at the speed of 40 m/s, the delivery ratio of RSGM
is about 20 percent higher than that of SPBM, and 40 percent
higher than that of ODMRP.

RSGM scales well with the group size, and achieves more
than 98 percent delivery ratio under all the group sizes
studied. On the other hand, the delivery ratios of SPBM and
ODMRP drop significantly when there is a large number of
group in the network or when the network size is large. For
example, when there are 15 groups, the delivery ratio of
RSGM is more than 40 percent higher than that of SPBM and
ODMRP. For a network size of 3;300 m� 3;300 m, the
delivery ratio of RSGM is about 40 percent larger than that
of SPBM, and 90 percent higher than that of ODMRP, and
the delivery ratio of RSGM triples that of ODMRP when the
network size reaches 4;800 m� 4;800 m. In almost all the
simulation scenarios, RSGM has the lowest control overhead
with the support of virtual-zone-based hierarchical mem-
bership management, virtual trees for message transmis-
sions, and Source Home for source tracking. Due to the use

of hierarchical structure, the average end-to-end path
lengths of both SPBM and RSGM are higher than that of
ODMRP, with the path length of SBMP much longer than
RSGM. The shorter path length of ODMRP is also due to the
higher dropping probability a packet experiences when
passing though a longer path. Our studies indicate that
geometric information and virtual infrastructures can be
used together to achieve much more reliable and scalable
multicast packet delivery in the presence of constant
topology change of MANET.
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